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 Cue tracks directly from the USB stick loaded into its internal drive. Load files and playlists from portable hard drives, memory
cards, and network drives. Use Cue's MIDI instrument and synthesis capabilities to perform as a DJ. And cue in audio and video

for perfect audio/video sync. Connect Cue to a Windows-based computer using a USB cable. You can even cue into a Mac
computer. Cue offers easy integration with Mac applications such as QuickTime Player and iMovie. Ease of use and reliability

are Cue's hallmarks. Cue loads instantly, is simple to use, and has a reputation for flawless performance. Features: 2-deck
mixing and scratching MIDI and synthesis integration Performance, video, and image manipulation USB support File import

and cue-in Audio/video sync Steady sync mode Audio delay mode Sound-track mode Record mode Plug into a second deck for
endless mixing possibilities. MIDI and synthesis Get performance and creative power from Cue's integrated synthesis engine,
which can perform as a virtual DJ. Get cutting-edge graphics and effects to enhance performance or add creative possibilities.
Learn more about Cue: Features Most apps are designed around the concept of "works with my iTunes." The only music app

that works the way you do is Cue. Cue's dual virtual decks let you mix, scratch, and cut tracks without hassle and without
loading music into your computer. It's as close to real DJing as you can get without setting up your own club. Cue lets you switch

to a second deck whenever you want for endless mixing possibilities. Whether you're scratching or spinning, Cue's two decks
have you covered. Cue lets you step out of the computer and into the digital club. You can cue in audio and video files from

portable hard drives, memory cards, and networks. Cue has a built-in image-capture tool to create digital projections. And it can
load audio and video directly from the USB stick you plug into it. The touch-sensitive screen is a joy to use. Plus, Cue's dual

virtual decks are ideal for both left- and right-handed DJs. Cue's MIDI and synthesis capabilities let you get creative and
perform as a 82157476af
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